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Abstract— We propose robust methods for estimating camera
egomotion in noisy, real-world monocular image sequences in
the general case of unknown observer rotation and translation
with two views and a small baseline. This is a difficult problem
because of the nonconvex cost function of the perspective
camera motion equation and because of non-Gaussian noise
arising from noisy optical flow estimates and scene non-rigidity.
To address this problem, we introduce the expected residual
likelihood method (ERL), which estimates confidence weights
for noisy optical flow data using likelihood distributions of
the residuals of the flow field under a range of counterfactual
model parameters. We show that ERL is effective at identifying
outliers and recovering appropriate confidence weights in many
settings. We compare ERL to a novel formulation of the
perspective camera motion equation using a lifted kernel, a
recently proposed optimization framework for joint parameter
and confidence weight estimation with good empirical proper-
ties. We incorporate these strategies into a motion estimation
pipeline that avoids falling into local minima. We find that ERL
outperforms the lifted kernel method and baseline monocular
egomotion estimation strategies on the challenging KITTI
dataset, while adding almost no runtime cost over baseline
egomotion methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual odometry in real-world situations has attracted
increased attention in the past few years in large part
because of its applications in robotics domains such as
autonomous driving and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
navigation. Stereo odometry and simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM) methods using recently introduced
depth sensors have made dramatic progress on real-world
datasets. Significant advances have also been achieved in
the case of monocular visual odometry when combined with
inertial information.
State-of-the-art visual odometry uses either the discrete
epipolar constraint to validate feature correspondences and
compute inter-frame motion [1] or directly estimates 3D
motion and 3D map alignment from image intensities [2].
In contrast to the state of the art, in this paper we revisit
the continuous formulation of structure from motion (SfM),
which computes the translational and rotational velocities
and depths up to a scale from optical flow measurements.
Our motivation lies in several observations:
• UAV control schemes often need to estimate the trans-
lational velocity, which is frequently done using a
combination of monocular egomotion computations and
single-point depths from sonar [3].
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Fig. 1. Schematic depiction of the ERL method for egomotion estimation
from noisy flow fields. Figure best viewed in color. (A) Example optical
flow field from two frames of KITTI odometry (sequence 5, images 2358-
2359). Note the outliers on the grass in the lower right part of the image
and scattered throughout the flow field. (B) We evaluate the flow field
under M models with translation parameters sampled uniformly over the
unit hemisphere. The residuals for the flow field under three counterfactual
models are shown. Each black point indicates the translation direction used.
Residuals are scaled to [0,1] for visualization. (C) We estimate the likelihood
of each observed residual under each of the models by fitting a Laplacian
distribution to each set of residuals. The final confidence weight for each
flow vector is estimated as the expected value of the residual likelihood
over the set of counterfactual models. Likelihood distributions are shown
for the three models above. (D) The weighted flow field is used to make a
final estimate of the true egomotion parameters. The black point indicates
the translation direction estimated using ERL and the green point indicates
ground truth. The unweighted estimate of translation is not visible as it is
outside of the image bounds.
• Fast UAV maneuvers require an immediate estimate of
the direction of translation (the focus of expansion) in
order to compute a time-to-collision map.
• Continuous SfM computations result in better estimates
when the incoming frame rate is high and the baseline
is very small.
However, estimating camera motion and scene parameters
from a single camera (monocular egomotion estimation)
remains a challenging problem. This problem case arises
in many contexts where sensor weight and cost are at a
premium, as is the case for lightweight UAVs and consumer
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cameras. Situations involving monocular sensors on small
platforms pose additional problems: computational resources
are often very limited and estimates must be made in real
time under unusual viewing conditions (e.g. with a vertically
flipped camera, no visible ground plane, and a single pass
through a scene). These contexts present many sources of
noise. Real-time flow estimation produces unreliable data,
and the associated noise is often pervasive and non-Gaussian,
which makes estimation difficult and explicit outlier rejection
problematic. Furthermore, violations of the assumption of
scene rigidity due to independent motion of objects in the
scene can lead to valid flow estimates that are outliers
nonetheless. Even in the noise-free case, camera motion
estimation is plagued with many suboptimal interpretations
(illusions) caused by the hilly structure of the cost function.
Additionally, forward motion, which is very common in
real-world navigation, is known to be particularly hard for
monocular visual odometry [4].
We propose an algorithm suitable for the robust estimation
of camera egomotion and scene depth from noisy flow in
real-world settings with high-frame-rate video, large images,
and a large number of noisy optical flow estimates. Our
method runs in real-time on a single CPU and can estimate
camera motion and scene depth in scenes with noisy optical
flow with outliers, making it suitable for integration with
filters for real-time navigation and for deployment on light-
weight UAVs. The technical contributions of this paper are:
• A novel robust estimator based on the expected residual
likelihood (ERL) of flow data that effectively attenuates
the influence of outlier flow measurements and runs at
30-40 Hz on a single CPU.
• A novel robust optimization strategy using a lifted
kernel that modifies the shape of the objective func-
tion to enable joint estimation of weights and model
parameters, while enabling good empirical convergence
properties.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Egomotion/visual odometry
Many approaches to the problem of visual odometry have
been proposed. A distinction is commonly made between
feature-based methods, which use a sparse set of matching
feature points to compute camera motion, and direct meth-
ods, which estimate camera motion directly from intensity
gradients in the image sequence. Feature-based approaches
can again be roughly divided into two types of methods:
those estimating camera motion from point correspondences
between two frames (discrete approaches) and those esti-
mating camera motion and scene structure from the optical
flow measurements induced by the motion between the two
frames (continuous approaches). In practice, point correspon-
dences and optical flow measurements are often obtained
using similar descriptor matching strategies. Nonetheless, the
discrete and continuous approaches use different problem
formulations, which reflect differing assumptions about the
size of the baseline between the two camera positions.
The continuous approach is the appropriate choice in sit-
uations where the real-world camera motion is slow relative
to the sampling frequency of the camera. Our approach is
primarily intended for situations in which this is the case, e.g.
UAVs equipped with high-frame-rate cameras. Accordingly,
we focus our review on continuous, monocular methods. For
a more comprehensive discussion, see [5].
B. Continuous, monocular approaches
In the absence of noise, image velocities at 5 or 8 points
can be used to give a finite number of candidate solutions
for camera motion [6] [7] [8]. With more velocities, there
is a unique optimal solution under typical scene conditions
[9]. Many methods have been proposed to recover this
solution, either by motion parallax [6] [10] [11] [12] or
by using the so-called continuous epipolar constraint [5].
The problem is nonlinear and nonconvex, but various linear
approximation methods have been proposed to simplify and
speed up estimation [13] [14] [15].
Although the problem has a unique optimum, it is char-
acterized by many local minima, which pose difficulties
for linear methods [16]. Furthermore, in the presence of
noise, many methods are biased and inconsistent in the
sense that they do not produce correct estimates in the limit
of an unlimited number of image velocity measurements
[17]. Many methods also fail under many common viewing
conditions or with a limited field of view [18]. Recently, [19]
and [20] proposed branch-and-bound methods that estimate
translational velocity in real time and effectively handle a
large numbers of outliers. However, these methods deal with
the case of pure translational camera motion, while our
approach estimates both translational and rotational motion.
Most directly related to our work is the robust estima-
tion framework presented in [21]. They propose a method
based on a variant of a common algebraic manipulation and
show that this manipulation leads to an unbiased, consistent
estimator. They pose monocular egomotion as a nonlinear
least-squares problem in terms of the translational veloc-
ity. In this framework, angular velocity and inverse scene
depths are also easily recovered after translational velocity
is estimated. To add robustness, they use a loss function
with sub-quadratic growth, which they solve by iteratively
reweighted least squares (IRLS). We use a similar formu-
lation but demonstrate several novel methods for estimating
the parameters of a robust loss formulation. Our methods
have properties that are well-suited for dealing with image
sequences containing several thousand flow vectors in real
time. In particular, we demonstrate that the ERL method adds
robustness without requiring costly iterative reweighting,
resulting in very little runtime overhead.
Other methods for monocular odometry augment velocity
data with planar homography estimates [22] [23] or depth
filters [2] to estimate scale. In this work, we do not rely on
ground-plane estimation in order to maintain applicability to
cases such as UAV navigation, where image sequences do not
always contain the ground plane. Because we focus on frame-
by-frame motion estimation, we cannot rely on a filtering
Algorithm 1 ERL confidence weight estimation
Input: Measured flow {un}Nn=1, sampled translational velocities {tm}Mm=1
Output: Estimated confidence weights {wˆn}Nn=1
for all m do
Compute scaled residuals:
r˜u = |A⊥(tm)>(Bωˆm(tm)−u)|
Compute maximum likelihood estimators of residual distribution:
µˆm = median(r˜u)
bˆm =
1
N
N
∑
n=1
‖r˜un − µˆm‖
end for
for all n do
Compute confidence weights as expected likelihood under Laplacian fits:
wˆn =
1
M
M
∑
m=1
L (r˜un ; µˆm, bˆm)
end for
return {wˆn}Nn=1
approach to estimate depth. Our method can be augmented
with domain-appropriate scale or depth estimators as part of
a larger SLAM system.
C. Robust optimization
In this work, we propose to increase the robustness of
monocular egomotion estimation (1) by estimating each flow
vector’s confidence weight as its expected residual likelihood
(ERL) and (2) by using a lifted robust kernel to jointly
estimate confidence weights and model parameters. ERL
confidence weights are conceptually similar to the weights
recovered in the IRLS method for optimizing robust kernels
[24]. Robust kernel methods attempt to minimize the resid-
uals of observations generated by the target model process
(“inliers”) while limiting the influence of other observations
(“outliers”). Such methods have been used very successfully
in many domains of computer vision [25] [26]. However, we
are unaware of any previous work that attempts to estimate
confidence weights based on the distribution of residuals
at counterfactual model parameters, as we do in the ERL
method.
The lifted kernel approach offers another method to design
and optimize robust kernels in particularly desirable ways.
Lifted kernels have recently been used in methods for bundle
adjustment in SfM [27], object pose recovery [28], and non-
rigid object reconstruction [29]. Our lifted kernel approxi-
mates the truncated quadratic loss, which has a long history
of use in robust optimization in computer vision [30] and
has demonstrated applicability in a wide variety of problem
domains.
Previous studies have used robust loss functions for
monocular egomotion [21], visual SLAM [31], and RGB-
D odometry [32]. To our knowledge, we present the first
application of lifted kernels for robust monocular egomotion.
Noise is typically handled in odometry by using sampling-
based iterative methods such as RANSAC, which makes use
of a small number of points to estimate inlier sets (typically
five or eight points in monocular methods). The use of a
robust kernel allows us to derive our final estimate from
a larger number of points. This is desirable because the
structure of the problem of continuous monocular odometry
admits fewer correct solutions when constrained by a larger
number of input points, which can better reflect the complex
depth structure of real scenes. Our robust methods allow us
to take advantage of a large number of flow estimates, which,
while noisy, may each contribute weakly to the final estimate.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND APPROACH
In this section, we present the continuous formulation of
the problem of monocular visual egomotion. We describe
and motivate our approach for solving the problem in the
presence of noisy optical flow. We then describe two methods
for estimating the confidence weights for each flow vector in
a robust formulation of the problem, as well as the pipeline
we use to estimate camera motion and scene depth.
A. Visual egomotion computation and the motion field
In the continuous formulation, visual egomotion methods
attempt to estimate camera motion and scene parameters
from observed local image velocities (optical flow). The
velocity of an image point due to camera motion in a rigid
scene under perspective projection is given by
u(xi) = ρ(xi)A(xi)t+B(xi)ω. (1)
where ui(xi) = (ui,vi)> ∈ R2 is the velocity (optical flow)
at image position xi = (xi,yi)> ∈ R2, t = (tx, ty, tz)> ∈ R3
is the camera’s instantaneous translational velocity, ω =
(ωx,ωy,ωz)> ∈ R3 is the camera’s instantaneous rotational
velocity, and ρ(xi) = 1Z(xi) ∈ R is the inverse of scene depth
at xi along the optical axis. We normalize the camera’s
focal length to 1, without loss of generality. In the case of
calibrated image coordinates,
A(xi) =
[
1 0 −xi
0 1 −yi
]
,
B(xi) =
[ −xiyi 1+ x2i −yi
−1− y2i xiyi xi
]
.
This formulation is appropriate for the small-baseline case
where point correspondences between frames can be treated
as 2D motion vectors.
The goal of monocular visual egomotion computation is
thus to estimate the six motion parameters of t and ω and the
N values for ρ from N point velocities u induced by camera
motion. t and ρ are multiplicatively coupled in equation (1)
above, so t can only be recovered up to a scale. We therefore
restrict estimates of t to the unit hemisphere, ‖t‖= 1.
The full expression for the set of N point velocities can
be expressed compactly as
u = A(t)ρ+Bω. (2)
where the expressions for A(x), B(x), and ρ(x) for all N
points are
A(t) =

A(x1)t 0 . . . 0
0 A(x2)t . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . A(xN)t
 ∈ R2N×N
B =

B(x1)
B(x2)
...
B(xN)
 ∈ R2N×3
and the velocity and depth for each of the points are
concatenated to form u = (u>1 ,u
>
2 , . . . ,u
>
N )
> ∈ R2N×1 and
ρ = (ρ(x1),ρ(x2), . . . ,ρ(xN))> ∈RN×1. We estimate camera
motion and scene depth by minimizing the objective
min
t,ρ,ω
E(t,ρ,ω) = min
t,ρ,ω
L(r(t,ρ,ω))
= min
t,ρ,ω
‖A(t)ρ+Bω−u‖22. (3)
Here, L(x) : RN → R is a loss function and r(t,ρ,ω) :
RN+6→RN is a residual function for the flow field depend-
ing on the estimated model parameters. We first describe the
case of an unweighted residual function under a quadratic
loss, which is suitable for the case of Gaussian noise.
Following [21], we note that no loss of generality occurs
by first solving this objective for ρ in the least-squares sense.
Minimizing over ρ gives
min
t,ω
min
ρ
‖A(t)ρ+Bω−u‖22
= min
t,ω
‖A⊥(t)>(Bω−u)‖22, (4)
where A⊥(t) is the orthogonal compliment to A(t). This
expression no longer depends on ρ and depends on t only
through A⊥(t)>, which is fast to compute due to the sparsity
of A(t) (see section II of the supplement for more details).
In the absence of noise, we could proceed by directly
minimizing equation (4) in t and ω . In particular, given a
solution for t, we can directly solve for ω by least squares in
O(N) time. In the noiseless case, we estimate t by optimizing
min
t
‖A⊥(t)>(Bωˆ(t)−u)‖22, (5)
where ωˆ(t) is the least-squares estimate of ω for a given
t (see section IV of the supplement for more details). This
method of estimating t, ρ , and ω was shown to be consistent
in [17]. That is, in the absence of outliers, this method
leads to arbitrarily precise, unbiased estimates of the motion
parameters as the sample size increases.
B. Robust formulation
However, the manipulations introduced in equations (4)
and (5) rely on least-squares solutions and are not stable
in the presence of outliers. Accordingly, instead of directly
solving (5), we propose to solve a robust form. To do so, we
introduce a confidence weight for each flow vector wi(ui) ∈
[0,1] to give
min
t
L(r(t, ωˆ(t)),w)
= min
t
‖w◦A⊥(t)>(Bωˆ(t)−u)‖22, (6)
where w = (w(u1),w(u2), . . . ,w(uN))> ∈ [0,1]N is the vector
of all weights, r ∈RN is the vector of residuals for the flow
field at some estimate of t, and ◦ is the Hadamard product.
Each entry w(ui) of w attempts to weight the correspond-
ing data point ui proportionally to its residual at the optimal
model parameters (tˆ, ρˆ, ωˆ), reflecting the degree to which the
point is consistent with a single generating function for the
motion in the scene, possibly with Gaussian noise. In other
words, it reflects the degree to which ui is an inlier for the
optimal model of camera motion in a rigid scene. This is
equivalent to replacing the choice of L(x) = x2 as the loss in
equation (5) with a function that grows more slowly.
We introduce a method to directly estimate the confidence
weights as the expected residual likelihood (ERL) for each
flow vector given the distribution of residuals for the flow
field at a range of model parameters consistent with the
solution in (5). We interpret each weight in terms of an
estimate of the validity of the corresponding point under
the model: that is, as an estimate of the point’s residual at
the optimal model parameters in a noise-free context. We
compare ERL to a method that replaces L(x) = x2 in (5) with
a lifted truncated quadratic kernel [27] and jointly optimizes
the confidence weights and model parameters. We demon-
strate that ERL outperforms the lifted kernel approach on
the KITTI dataset, and both of these approaches outperform
existing methods for monocular egomotion computation.
C. Confidence weight estimation by expected residual like-
lihood
Here, we describe the ERL method for estimating the con-
fidence weights in (6), and we demonstrate that this method
provides a good estimate of the appropriate confidence
weights in the case of optical flow for visual egomotion.
At the optimal model parameters, (t∗,ρ∗,ω∗), the resid-
uals for inlier points (i.e. correct flow vectors due to rigid
motion) are distributed according to a normal distribution, re-
flecting zero-mean Gaussian noise. However, in the presence
of outliers, a zero-mean Laplacian distribution provides a bet-
ter description of the residual distribution (see Supplemental
Fig. 2). Accordingly, we can fit a Laplacian distribution to
the observed residuals at the optimal model parameters to
approximate the probability density function for residuals.
We use this property to identify outliers as those points
that are inconsistent with the expected residual distribution
at a range of model values. For each point, we compute the
likelihood of each observed, scaled residual as
p(r˜mui |(tm,ρm,ωm), r˜mu ) =L (r˜ui ; µˆm, bˆm), (7)
where r˜mui is the scaled residual under the m
th model
(tm,ρm,ωm) at the ith flow vector and r˜mu =(r˜mu1 , r˜
m
u2 , ..., r˜
m
uN )
>.
We fit µˆm and bˆm, respectively the location and scale pa-
rameters of the Laplacian distribution, to the set of scaled
residuals r˜mu using maximum likelihood.
Because inliers exhibit smaller self-influence than outliers
[33], inlier residuals will typically be associated with higher
likelihood values. However, the distribution used to estimate
the likelihood reflects both the inlier and outlier points. If
the counterfactual model parameters used to estimate the mth
likelihood correspond to a model that is highly suboptimal,
some outliers may be assigned higher likelihoods than they
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Fig. 2. A 2D line-fitting problem demonstrating how ERL weights inliers
and outliers. Inliers are generated as yi ≈ 2xi+1 with Gaussian noise. Each
data points is colored according to its estimated confidence weight.
would be at the optimal model. Moreover, the presence
of Gaussian noise means that the estimated likelihood for
individual inliers may be erroneously low by chance for a
particular model even if the optimal exponential distribution
is exactly recovered.
To arrive at more reliable estimates and to discount the
effect of erroneous likelihoods due to the specific model pa-
rameters being evaluated, we estimate the expected residual
likelihood for each data point by evaluating the likelihood
under M models,
wˆi = E[r˜mui ] =
1
M
M
∑
m=1
L (r˜ui ; µˆm, bˆm). (8)
This method returns a vector wˆ∈RN . To use wˆ as confidence
weights in a robust optimization context, we scale them to
the interval [0,1]. Scaling the maximum wˆi to 1 and the
minimum wˆi to 0 for each flow field works well in practice.
The full process to estimate weights by ERL is shown
in Algorithm 1. This method returns confidence weights in
O(MN) time, where M is set by the user. Empirically, the
ERL method gives results that reflect the inlier structure of
the data with small values of M (we use M ≈ 100), allowing
very quick runtimes. In practice, the method assigns high
weights to very few outliers while assigning low weights to
acceptably few inliers. Thus, the method balances a low false
positive rate against a moderately low false negative rate.
This is a good strategy because our method takes a large
number of flow vectors as input, which leads to redundancy
in the local velocity information. Fig. 2 illustrates the ERL
method’s use in a simple 2D robust line-fitting application.
As discussed above, choosing values for the confidence
weights in a least squares objective is equivalent to fitting a
robust kernel. We note that regression under the assumption
of Laplacian noise leads to an L1 cost. However, we have no
guarantees about the form of the robust kernel corresponding
to the weights chosen by the ERL method. Accordingly, we
also explored using a robust kernel with known properties.
D. Robust estimation using a lifted kernel
Here, we explore the effect of jointly optimizing the
confidence weights, w(u), and ω for a given value of t using
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Fig. 3. Robust methods recover the error surface of the outlier-free flow
field. (A) Example optical flow field from two frames of KITTI odometry
(sequence 10, images 14-15). Note the prominent outliers indicated by
the yellow box. Error surfaces on this flow field for (A) the raw method
(equation (5)) with all flow vectors, (B) with outliers removed by hand, and
(C) with confidence weights estimated by ERL or (D) the lifted kernel. The
green point is the true translational velocity and the black point the method’s
estimate. Blue: low error. Red: high error. Translation components are given
in calibrated coordinates.
the lifted kernel approach described in [27]. In our case, a
lifted kernel takes the form
min
t,ω,w
Lˆ(r(t,ω),w)
= min
t
min
ω,w
(‖w◦A⊥(t)>(Bω(t)−u)‖22+
N
∑
i=1
κ2(w2i )), (9)
where the lifted kernel of the loss L is denoted as Lˆ. κ(x) :
R→ R is a regularization function applied to the weights.
Because this approach does not rely on the least squares
solution for rotational velocity, ωˆ , it may gain additional
robustness to noise. This approach also allows us to estimate
the confidence weights for particular values of t, unlike the
ERL approach, which relies on estimates at several values
of t to produce stable results.
Different choices of κ produces different kernels. We use
κ(w2) =
τ√
2
(w2−1), (10)
which gives a kernel that is a smooth approximation to the
truncated quadratic loss [27]. τ is a hyperparameter that
determines the extent of the quadratic region of the truncated
quadratic loss. We set τ = 0.05 for all results shown here,
but other choices give similar results.
The lifted kernel approach to solving nonlinear least
squares problems is similar to IRLS insofar as it incorporates
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Fig. 4. Median translational and rotational errors on the full KITTI
odometry dataset for our methods and baselines.
confidence weights on each of the data points and optimizes
the values of these weights in addition to the value of the
target model parameters. However, rather than alternately es-
timating the best weights given estimated model parameters
and the best model parameters given estimated weights, the
lifted approach simultaneously optimizes for both weights
and model parameters, effectively “lifting” a minimization
problem to a higher dimension.
The lifted kernel approach has several properties that
are particularly beneficial for encouraging fast convergence.
First, by using the weights to increase the dimensionality
of the optimization problem, the lifted kernel minimizes the
extent of regions of low gradient in the cost function. This
ensures the method can quickly and reliable converge to
minima of the function. Second, optimization can exploit the
Gauss-Newton structure of the joint nonlinear least-squares
formulation for faster convergence than the slower iterative-
closest-points-like convergence exhibited by IRLS.
To illustrate the effect of our two robust optimization
strategies, we display the error surfaces for the ERL and
lifted-kernel methods on a sample flow field from KITTI
(Fig. 3). The error surfaces are shown as a function of the
translational velocity. Both methods recover error surfaces
that resemble the error due to inlier flow vectors. The
confidence weights estimated by ERL generally more closely
resemble the pattern of inliers and outliers in flow data.
To produce the results for the case with outliers removed,
we strengthened the maximum bidirectional error criterion
for flow inclusion to eliminate noisy matches and manually
removed obvious outliers from the flow field.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We compare the performance of the proposed methods
(called “ERL” and “Lifted Kernel” in the figures) to several
baseline methods for monocular egomotion/visual odometry
from the literature: 5-point epipolar+RANSAC (using [34]),
8-point epipolar+RANSAC (using [35]), and two continuous
epipolar methods - Zhang/Tomasi [21], which is identical to
equation (5), and Soatto/Brockett [36]. All experiments were
run on a desktop with an Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB
of RAM. A single CPU core was used for all experiments.
With ∼1000 flow vectors, the ERL method runs at 30-40
Hz in an unoptimized C++ implementation. Because of the
low overhead of the ERL procedure, this is effectively the
same runtime as the Zhang/Tomasi method. The lifted kernel
optimization has no convergence guarantees, and it typically
runs at <1 Hz in a MATLAB implementation. Note that both
of these runtimes can be significantly improved with better
optimization. The Soatto/Brockett method runs extremely
quickly (>500 Hz), but performs poorly on real sequences.
The implementation of epipolar+RANSAC used here runs at
∼25 Hz. Optical flow for all our results was extracted using
a multiscale implementation of the KLT method [37] [38].
For both ERL and the lifted approach, we optimize t
using Gauss-Newton. We initialize t at a grid of values
spaced over the unit hemisphere to decrease the chance of
converging to a non-global minimum. We then prune the
grid to a single initial value t0 by choosing the grid point
that gives the lowest residual under equation (6) or (9) for
ERL or the lifted kernel, respectively. We then optimize
to convergence starting from t0. This pruning strategy is
effective at avoiding local minima because good estimates for
the weights return an error surface that is very similar to the
noiseless case (see Fig. 3) and this error surface is smooth
with respect to the sampling density we use (625 points)
[16]. Confidence weights for ERL are computed using model
parameters sampled on a coarser grid (100 points), as this is
adequate to give good confidence weight estimates.
For all tests using the lifted kernel, we optimize the ex-
pression in equation (9) using the efficient Schur compliment
implementation of Levenberg-Marquardt described in [27].
Details of the optimization procedure used here are given
in section III of the supplement. We did not explore jointly
optimizing over t, ω , and w, but joint optimization over these
model parameters with a lifted kernel is possible, and we plan
to explore its use in future work.
A. Evaluation on KITTI
We evaluate the performance of our method using the
KITTI dataset [39], which is a collection of real-world
driving sequences with ground-truth camera motion and
depth data. The sequences contained in the dataset are
challenging for state-of-the-art odometry methods for several
reasons. First, they contain large inter-frame motions and
repetitive scene structures that make estimating accurate
flow correspondences difficult in real time. Second, several
sequences feature little to no camera motion, which typically
causes monocular odometry methods to fail. Finally, some
sequences contain independent motion due to other vehicles
and pedestrians, which violates the assumption of scene
rigidity and makes reliable odometry more difficult.
All results are performed on neighboring frames of the
KITTI odometry dataset (no skipped-frame sequences are
evaluated), as these image pairs better match the modeling
assumptions of continuous egomotion/odometry methods.
All sequences were captured at 10 Hz at a resolution of 1392
x 512 pixels. We evaluated all methods on all 16 sequences
of the KITTI odometry test set.
The results for methods on KITTI are shown in Figs.
4-6. For ease of visualization, the results for the 5-point
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epipolar method with RANSAC are not shown (they were
significantly worse than all other methods we attempted).
ERL produces the best estimates of translational velocity,
while the lifted kernel produces results of similar quality to 8-
point epipolar with RANSAC and the Zhang/Tomasi method.
ERL, the lifted kernel, and Zhang/Tomasi produce rotational
velocity estimates of similar quality. The 8-point epipolar
method produces worse estimates in this case because of the
large baseline assumption, which is not suitable for rotational
velocity estimation under these conditions. Soatto/Brockett
produces bad estimates in these test cases because of the
bias introduced by its algebraic manipulation.
B. Synthetic sequences
To estimate the robustness of our methods to outliers,
we test the methods on synthetic data. Synthetic data were
created by simulating a field of 1500 image points distributed
uniformly at random depths between 2 and 10 m in front
of the camera and uniformly in x and y throughout the
frame. A simulated camera is moved through this field with a
translational velocity drawn from a zero-mean Gaussian with
standard deviation of 1 m/frame and a rotational velocity
drawn from a zero-mean Gaussian with standard deviation of
0.2 radians/frame. Flow was generated from the resulting 3D
point trajectories by perspective projection using a camera
model with a 1 m focal length. All flow vectors were
corrupted with noise in a random direction and magnitude
drawn from a zero-mean Gaussian with a standard deviation
1/10th the mean flow vector magnitude. Outliers were created
by replacing a fraction of the points with random values
drawn from a Gaussian fit to the magnitude and direction of
all inlier flow vectors. We ran 100 iterations at each outlier
rate. We ran all egomotion methods on the same data.
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for our robust methods and two baseline continuous egomotion methods.
The errors in translational motion estimated on this data
are shown in Fig. 7. As expected, the two robust methods
outperform least-squares methods for reasonable numbers of
outliers. At higher outlier rates, however, the performance
of both robust methods deteriorates. Interestingly, the per-
formance of the lifted kernel method is stable even when the
majority of data points are outliers. We are uncertain why
the lifted kernel performs better than ERL on synthetic data,
while the opposite is true for KITTI. This difference may be
due to the way the data were generated - in KITTI, outliers
often reflect real structures in the scene and may contain
some information about camera motion, but this is not the
case in the synthetic data. The difference may also be due
in part to the difference in depth structures in KITTI and
the synthetic data. In KITTI, flow magnitude for both inliers
and outliers is reflective of depth structure, and depth in real
scenes is not distributed uniformly.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced new techniques for robust, continuous
egomotion computation from monocular image sequences.
We described ERL, a novel robust method that directly
estimates confidence weights for the vectors of a flow field
by evaluating the distribution of flow residuals under a set
of self-consistent counterfactual model parameters. We also
introduced a new formulation of the perspective motion
equation using a lifted kernel for joint optimization of
model parameters and confidence weights. We compared the
results of ERL and the lifted kernel formulation, and showed
that while the lifted kernel appears to be more stable in
the presence of a large fraction of outliers, ERL performs
better in a real-world setting. The ERL method achieves
good results on KITTI without relying on stereo data or
ground plane estimation and accordingly is well-suited for
use in lightweight UAV navigation. We are unable to directly
evaluate our methods on this target domain because there
are currently no UAV datasets with suitable ground truth.
Although the empirical results here are promising, we have
no guarantees on the weights recovered by ERL, and this
remains a topic for future work.
Our code is publicly available at https://github.
com/stephenphillips42/erl_egomotion.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
I. SUPPLEMENTAL EXPERIMENTS
A. Goodness of Fit for Laplacian Distribution
To justify the use of a Laplacian distribution for ERL,
we used ground truth flow fields to examine the distribution
of errors in estimated optical flow. Ground truth flow was
obtained using the KITTI Stereo dataset. Flow was produced
according to equation (1) of the main paper. All images
containing both depth and odometry ground truth were
used. Errors were obtained for flow at all points that both
contained ground truth depth and produced a sufficiently
good KLT flow vector, using the same inclusion criteria as
the main paper. We fit Laplacian and Gaussian distributions
to the errors in the estimated optical flow, and computed the
sum of the log likelihoods of each errors in the estimated
distributions. In Supplemental Figure S1 we plot the relative
likelihoods of the data under the two distributions, and it is
clear that the Laplacian fits consistently produce a higher
likelihood than the Gaussian fits.
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Fig. S1. Log likelihoods of Laplacian and Gaussian fits to the optical flow
error. Laplacian fits are consistently better than Gaussian fits.
B. Comparison Of Difference ERL Likelihood Schemes
We also compared the results obtained by ERL different
likelihood functions over the KITTI Odometry dataset. We
compare the results obtained using a Laplacian or a Gaussian
fit to compute the weights in ERL. Results are shown in
Supplemental Figure S2. The use of a Laplacian distribution
leads to a small but consistent improvement.
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Fig. S2. Median translational and rotational errors on the full KITTI
odometry dataset for ERL with two candidate distributions.
II. DERIVATION OF LINEAR LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATE
We first minimize equation (4) from the main paper with
respect to the inverse depths ρ , giving
min
ρ
E(t,ρ,ω)
= min
ρ
‖A(t)ρ+Bω−u‖22
= ‖−A(t)
(
A>(t)A(t)
)−1
A>(t)(Bω−u)+Bω−u‖22
= ‖
(
I−A(t)
(
A>(t)A(t)
)−1
A>(t)
)
(Bω−u)‖22
= ‖A⊥(t)>(Bω−u)‖22.
We now have an expression in terms of the orthogonal
complement of A(t). Finding this orthogonal complement is
fairly simple since it is sparse. To show this, we first note
that the orthogonal complement of A(t) is the null space of
A>(t). A>(t) is of the form
A>(t) =

t>A>(x1) 0 . . . 0
0 t>A>(x2) . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . t>A(xn)>
 ∈ Rn×2n.
Each of the rows of A>(t) are orthogonal, so we can consider
each of the rows individually. Consider the vector
φi =
(
0, 0, . . . , 0, t>A>(xi)J>, 0, . . . , 0
)>
,
where
J =
[
0 −1
1 0
]
is a skew-symmetric matrix in R2×2. By construction, this
vector is orthogonal to the ith column of A>(t). We normalize
and concatenate these vectors to form the matrix
A⊥(t) =
[
φ1
‖φ1‖
φ2
‖φ2‖ . . .
φn
‖φn‖
]
.
This matrix is very sparse, so we can compute products with
it very efficiently: A⊥(t)>B and A⊥(t)>u can be computed
in O(n) time. From here, the least squares estimate of ω can
be computed as:
ωˆ(t) =
(
B>A⊥(t)A⊥(t)>B
)−1
B>A⊥(t)A⊥(t)>u. (1)
In summation notation:
ωˆ(t) =
(
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)tt>A>(xi)J>B(xi)
‖JA(xi)V‖2
)−1
(
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)tt>A>(xi)J>ui
‖JA(xi)t‖2
)
.
(2)
There are 2n terms to compute, and one inversion of a 3 by 3
matrix, making this O(n) time to compute. Taken altogether,
we compute the residual given t by
‖A⊥(t)>(Bωˆ(t)−u)‖22.
To compute the residual, we use the error vector E, defined
as:
Ei(t) =
t>A>(xi)J>
‖JA(xi)t‖ (B(xi)ωˆ(t)−ui) for i = 1, . . . ,n (3)
E(t) = (E1(t),E2(t), . . . ,En(t))>. (4)
The residual is exactly ||E(t)||2 = ∑i ||Ei(t)||2. As there
are n of these error terms, and ωˆ takes O(n) to compute,
this residual calculation takes O(n) to compute. This was
shown to be an unbiased estimator in [21].
III. LIFTED WEIGHTS FORMULATION
Now, since the cost function is given as a sum of squares,
we can optimize it using a Gauss-Newton framework. There-
fore, to reject outliers we can use [27] to optimize this
efficiently. Fixing the t term, the equation becomes linear:
min
ω
‖A⊥(t)>Bω−A⊥u‖22 = ‖ f (ω)‖22.
So we see the Jacobian is given by ∇ f (ω) = A⊥(t)>B and
thus, as in [27], our lifted cost function takes the form
min
ω,w
∥∥∥∥(w◦ f (ω)κ(w◦w)
)∥∥∥∥2
2
.
Here we use the smooth truncated quadratic for our κ
function (applied elementwise):
κ(w2) =
τ√
2
(w2−1),
where τ is a hyperparameter. Therefore the Jacobian used
for the Gauss-Newton iteration is:
Jˆ =
(
diag(w)∇ f (ω) diag( f (ω))
0 ∇κ(w◦w),
)
where ∇ f and ∇κ denote the Jacobian of f and κ , respec-
tively. From here, we follow the derivation in [27].
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS OF SOATTO/BROCKETT
ALGORITHM
A. Expression of ωˆ
Recall equation (2). We rewrite this as:
ωˆ(t) = G f ull(t)−1H f ull(t) (5)
G f ull(t) =
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)tt>A>(xi)J>B(xi)
‖JA(xi)V‖2 (6)
H f ull(t) =
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)tt>A>(xi)J>ui
‖JA(xi)t‖2 . (7)
As in [16], we drop the denominator terms. This gives us:
The first term we need to consider is the 3 by 3 matrix we
need to invert.
ωˆ(t) = G(t)−1H(t) (8)
G(t) =
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)tt>A>(xi)J>B(xi) (9)
H(t) =
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)tt>A>(xi)J>ui. (10)
We focus on G(t) first. We can write this out in terms
of quadratic terms of tt> by introducing the matrices Si j,
defined as:
Si jkl =
{
1 if i = k, j = l, or i = l, j = k
0 otherwise
G(t) = t21
(
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)S11A>(xi)J>B(xi)
)
+ t1t2
(
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)S12A>(xi)J>B(xi)
)
+ t1t3
(
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)S13A>(xi)J>B(xi)
)
+ t22
(
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)S22A>(xi)J>B(xi)
)
+ t2t3
(
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)S23A>(xi)J>B(xi)
)
+ t23
(
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)S33A>(xi)J>B(xi)
)
= ∑
i< j
t it jGi j,
where Gi j is defined appropriately. We will use Gi jk to denote
the kth column of Gi j. We know that the inverse of a 3 by 3
matrix with columns c1, c2, c3 has an inverse given by
1
det([c1 c2 c3])
(c2× c3)>(c3× c1)>
(c1× c2)>
 .
We also know that the cross product is bi-linear, so from this
we can write out the inverse of G analytically.
G−1(t)
=
1
det(G(t))

((
∑i< j t it jG
i j
2
)
× (∑k<l tkt lGkl3 ))>((
∑i< j t it jG
i j
3
)
× (∑k<l tkt lGkl1 ))>((
∑i< j t it jG
i j
1
)
× (∑k<l tkt lGkl2 ))>

=
1
det(G(t))

∑i< j,k<l t it jtkt l
(
Gi j2 ×Gkl3
)>
∑i< j,k<l t it jtkt l
(
Gi j3 ×Gkl1
)>
∑i< j,k<l t it jtkt l
(
Gi j1 ×Gkl2
)>

=
1
det(G(t)) ∑i< j,k<l
t it jtkt l

(
Gi j2 ×Gkl3
)>(
Gi j3 ×Gkl1
)>(
Gi j1 ×Gkl2
)>
 .
The terms in the matrix component become a 4th degree
polynomial of 3 variables with 15 terms (after grouping) with
matrix coefficients. We can also can compute the determinant
explicitly using the fact that the determinant of a 3 by 3
matrix is the triple product of its columns.
det(G(t)) = (G2(t)×G3(t))>G1(t)
=
(
∑
i< j,k<l
t it jtkt l
(
Gi j2 ×Gkl3
))>(
∑
p<q
t ptqG
pq
1
)
= ∑
i< j,k<l,p<q
t it jtkt lt ptq
((
Gi j2 ×Gkl3
)>
Gpq1
)
After grouping terms, this becomes a 6th degree polynomial
with 28 terms. This makes each element of G−1 a 6th degree
rational function.
In a similar fashion, we find the expression
H(t) = t21
(
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)S11A>(xi)J>ui
)
+ t1t2
(
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)S12A>(xi)J>ui
)
+ t1t3
(
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)S13A>(xi)J>ui
)
+ t22
(
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)S22A>(xi)J>ui
)
+ t2t3
(
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)S23A>(xi)J>ui
)
+ t23
(
n
∑
i=1
B>(xi)JA(xi)S33A>(xi)J>ui
)
= ∑
i< j
t it jH i j
This gives the final form of the equation:
ωˆ(t) =
1
det(G(t)) ∑i< j,k<l,p<q
t it jtkt lt ptq

(
Gi j2 ×Gkl3
)>(
Gi j3 ×Gkl1
)>(
Gi j1 ×Gkl2
)>
H pq
(11)
We are left with ωˆ(t) as a degree-6 rational function of V ,
meaning it has 28 terms in the numerator and denominator
for each element.
B. Expression of Cost Function
First, we express the cost function as:
f (t) =∑
i
(
t>A>(xi)J> (B(xi)ωˆ(t)−ui)
)2
(12)
Now we expand and simplify this by plugging in the defini-
tions given above for G and H:
f (t) = ∑
i
(
t>A>(xi)J> (B(xi)ωˆ(t)−ui)
)2
= ∑
i
(B(xi)ωˆ(t)−ui)> JA(xi)tt>A>(xi)J> (B(xi)ωˆ(t)−ui)
= ωˆ(t)>
(
∑
i
B>(xi)JA(xi)tt>A>(xi)J>B(xi)
)
ωˆ(t)
−
(
∑
i
B>(xi)JA(xi)tt>A>(xi)J>ui
)>
ωˆ(t)
+ t>
(
∑
i
A>(xi)J>uiu>i JA(xi)
)
T
= ωˆ(t)>G(t)ωˆ(t)−2H(t)>ωˆ(t)+ t>St
= ωˆ(t)>G(t)(G−1(t)H(t))−2H(t)>ωˆ(t)+ t>St
= ωˆ(t)>H(t)−2H(t)>ωˆ(t)+ t>St
= t>St−H(t)>ωˆ(t),
where
S =∑
i
A>(xi)J>uiu>i JA(xi).
This gives us the final equation
f (t) = t>St−H(t)>ωˆ(t). (13)
